Getting Started with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

The Learning Ally Data Manager is responsible for understanding and leading integration with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution. The Data Manager typically has access to a district’s or school’s student information system, learning management system or other data source and has experience leading integration with SSO and rostering providers or exporting and importing data files for account creation, updating, and login to student and educator facing applications.

Data Managers receive system emails that are relevant to integration.

**STEP 1**

**Understand the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution**

The Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is a proven-multi-sensory reading resource for struggling readers. Composed of human-read audiobooks, student-centric features and a suite of teacher resources, it's designed to help students in any instructional setting, including general education settings, become more engaged learners and achieve their academic potential. Watch this video for a quick reminder about the power of human-read audiobooks.

**STEP 2**

**Understand and Lead Integration with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution**

Understand Learning Ally’s integration methods so you can choose the best way for you to create, update, and log in your educators and students to the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution.

- Work with your Implementation Owner to determine the best Learning Ally integration method.
- Data Manager FAQs

**STEP 3**

**Prepare Other Members of Your IT Team**

Share these resources with other members of your IT team, to ensure that your teachers’ and students’ devices are set up for the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution.

- Learning Ally IT Guide
- Learning Ally System Requirements
- Strategies by Device
- Learning Ally Audiobook App

*Implementation Owners (Master Administrators) have Data Manager permission by default.*